“IZM MENTIONS THE TRUE FACTS”

I, Capt. S.A. Hadi Sadiq, Secretary of IZM along with my President and Board
members would like to address our donors and well wishers.
Since last few days two of the IZM Board members Mr. Baqar Hasan and Mr. Mir
Ahmed Ali Khan has spoken their personal grudge & allegations against IZM and
spreading through what’s App & You tube. Probably their intention is to tarnish the
image of IZM in public. Earlier we thought that we should not reply to such false
allegations but based on the advice by our senior well wishers, we thought of clarifying
those false allegations.
Mr. Baqar Hasan is a member of IZM for last 26 years and Ahmed Ali Khan is also a
member of IZM for last 16 years. This shows that they are also equally responsible for
all the achievements and mistakes, if any of IZM. If they were so unhappy or disagreed
with any project or decision of IZM, it would have been morally better for them to
resign from IZM, after which they could have spoken against IZM at any place.
Now, as the blame game have been started. We would like to clarify & defend IZM.
IZM is running 4 schools since last 32 years in Hyderabad, out of which two schools in
yakutpura for 26 years. The main objective of having schools is to educate & uplift the
economical condition of poor & downtrodden families of our community of slum areas.
Further these schools have helped in increasing the percentage of literacy, to the large
extent.
To establish these schools IZM members have taken lots of efforts to convince the
parents to spare their children for education. With great difficulty we could get only 90
students, that too after reimbursing the wages to the parents.
For imparting good education, infrastructure facility like building was a must, hence
IZM approached Sajjadiyya Trust. The 4 school buildings having facilities like science
lab, computer labs, library, spacious class rooms & sufficient large play ground were
constructed with the donation of Sajjadiyya Trust. IZM is grateful to Sajjadiyya Trust
for their generous donations.
Due to some unavoidable circumstances, our donations have decreased since last
couple of years and the cost of running the said schools have also increased a lot.
Inspite of these factors IZM is managing to run the schools without depriving the staff
or the student, with the required facilities, and will continue the same with the same
enthusiasm in future also.

This year in the month of January Mr. Sajjad Ebrahim & Mr. Huseinali Bhai Directors
of Sajjadiyya Trust visited IZM and the meeting was arranged with the IZM members.
In this meeting Janab Sajjad Ebrahim declared that two of IZM schools of Yakutpura
should be given to two of the board members Mr. Baqar Hasan & Mr. Ahmed Ali Khan
for taking academic and financial management.
The proposal was accepted by all as it was not new. On the request of Mr. Baqaar
Hasan & Mr. Ahmed Ali Khan the board in its meeting of November 2017, has already
resolved to give sponsorship of these two schools to both the members which was later
turned down by them.
The meeting with the donor was an informal meeting hence it was necessary to have a
formal resolution in the board. Hence the board meeting was called on 6th April 2019
in which all the members, expect Mr. Baqar Hasan & Mr. Ahmed Ali Khan didn’t
accept the agreement for the following reasons.
Certain unwanted incidents occurred from 22.01.2019 till 06.04.2019 which was
against the agreement such as:
1.

Both the members insisted that IZM should terminate complete staff i.e., 59
teachers and 16 Non teaching staff. This action, for IZM was not only difficult,
but it was impossible because the complete staff would have gone to court of
law for terminating all at one time without giving any sufficient reasons.
For this they were advice to take the responsibility as it is and then decide,
whom they want to retain.
2. Another important point was regarding school license issued by the department
of Education which cannot be transferred. This license is in the name of IZES
and can be used only by IZES.
3. According to rules of FCRA, it is imperative to show the income & expenditure
accounts of the schools and submit the yearly statement of accounts to the
ministry of Home affairs. This essential requirement was being violated by
agreement which would have adversely effected our 33 years old FCRA license.
Both the members was given responsibility to play a role of mediator between IZM &
Focus, which they failed to do and remained always in favour of focus, which proved
to be unhealthy for IZM.
Recently unhealthy comparison between Focus School & IZM schools has started.
Focus school is a corporate & commercial organization, where at the time of admission
parents are interviewed to assess their financial & educational background and
Rs.30,000/- is charged as admission and Rs3,000-4,000/- is monthly fees whereas
IZM is a charitable organization where the parents economical & financial back
ground is never considered and monthly fees of Rs.400/- to 600/- is charged.

The results of the students of IZM are informed to all the donors which is about 80 100%. The students passed from the IZM schools have been helped to complete their
Junior & degree college. Most of the students who have passed from the IZM schools
have successfully settled in their lives and some of them are aboard also.
The result of the students of Focus school is not known to us.
Moulana Agha Mujahid Hussain is a respectable, well educated & experienced
personality. He has assured that, if the majority of Board Members don’t agree then he
will not take up this proposal. Inspite of this, expressing negative comments on IZM
from the Platform of focus school does not suite him.
IZM is an open book for any donor or well wisher. Any donor or well wisher has any
query is most welcome to contact through email or telephone.
Last but not the least, I on behalf of the all the members of IZM thank all the donors &
well wishers for patronizing the community through IZM.
Now as Holy month of Ramazan is approaching, I request our donors to please donate
generously. Here I also thank the World federation for their generous donation &
specially this year they have increased their donation to the large extent compare to
previous year.

